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Mombasa (/ m ? m ? b ?? s ? /) is a seaport city on the coast of Kenya, along the Indian Ocean.It is the country's
oldest (circa 900 AD) and second-largest city (after the capital Nairobi), with an estimated population of about
1.5 million people in 2017. Its metropolitan region is the second largest in the country and has a population of
approximately 3 million people.Mombasa, with a population of 900,000, is no sleepy seaside village. Its
beachfront hotels appeal to travelers in search of sun, sand and surf, while its Arab, Indian and colonial
European heritage makes for a wide variety of sights to see.Mombasa, a melting pot of languages and cultures
from all sides of the Indian Ocean, waits like an exotic dessert for travellers who make it to Kenya's
coastline.Understand []. Mombasa is Kenya's main tourist destination. It is located on the Eastern coastline of
Kenya bordering the Indian Ocean which has made it a popular destination for its beaches.The modern cities of
Mombasa, Lamu, and Malindi were among the preexisting urban areas that were expanded during the colonial
period.Nairobi, originally a Maasai watering hole, became important because of its connection to the railroad,
which came through the area at the beginning of the 20th century.A city of southeast Kenya mainly on
Mombasa Island, in the Indian Ocean north of Zanzibar. Visited by Vasco da Gama on his first voyage to India
(1498), the island-city was ruled successively by Portugal, Oman, Zanzibar, and Great Britain until the early
1900s.Mombasa, meaning Island of War due to its invasion-filled history, is Kenya's second largest city.The
coastal city of Mombasa is a major gateway to many foreign traders and tourists. It houses the largest port and
the Moi International Airport.Book your tickets online for the top things to do in Mombasa, Kenya on
TripAdvisor: See 8,571 traveler reviews and photos of Mombasa tourist attractions. Find what to do today, this
weekend, or in February. We have reviews of the best places to see in Mombasa. Visit top-rated & must-see
attractions.Mombasa is a relaxing place known for its beaches. Collect beach glass at top spots like Voyager
Beach and Bamburi Beach. While you're here, stop by Shree Cutch Satsang Swaminarayan Temple and Fort
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